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Lucy Springall Responds to Emma Webster Weltlandschaft - a new type of contemporary landscape painting

Emma Webster Weltlandschaft - a new type of contemporary landscape painting
Landscape painting gets a bad rep. In early Christian and Renaissance art, it was primarily valued as a backdrop for human or divine presence. Later, within Romantic
painting, landscape was something to be measured and mastered by human primacy. These issues remain today—and, in addition, the genre is widely seen as the
preserve of ‘Sunday Painters’ or, thanks to modernism, as something only interesting if abstracted.
With the increasing recognition of the problems inherent in relating to the natural world through an anthropomorphic lens of extractivism and exceptionalism,
perhaps it is time for a re-evaluation of the status of landscape painting? Perhaps it is also time for a new type of landscape painting, one that highlights historical
issues within the genre and that also reflects current ecological thinking of the enmeshment and entanglement of humankind with the natural world.
Emma Webster’s latest paintings, exhibited at Carl Kostyal gallery in London, do just this. Six large, lusciously painted landscapes invite you into Webster’s crafted
worlds. Though the works are visually attractive, something about them seems to be off. They have an unsettling and possibly sinister quality. It is only on closer
inspection that you discover why this is.

(left) Ophelia, 2020, Oil on linen,167.64h × 213.36w × 3.81d cm; (right) Seed, 2020, Oil on linen, 160.66h × 120.02w × 4.45d cm

The first work you encounter when entering the exhibition is Ophelia, in which a giant dead bird in the foreground blocks your access to what could be interpreted
as a light-filled edenic woodland glade, a type of a locus amoenus or pleasant place. On closer inspection it becomes clear that the bird is on a spot lit stage and
that the edenic glade is in fact a flat backdrop—although your eye still wants to travel there. The bird is also strange, painted from a construction made of paper, a
humorous yet disturbing ‘toy’ that somehow still invites your sympathy. That Ophelia is hung at the entrance to the exhibition is likely not a coincidence, signifying a
change in direction for Webster in this exhibition. Aware of the history of landscape painting, the death of Ophelia signifies a move away from using animal figures
as ‘heroes’, as in Webster’s previous work, and a move towards presenting the landscape itself, as its own subject rather than setting.

Backgrounds Backdrop, 2020, Oil on linen 168.28h x 210.19w x 4.45d cm

As already observed in Ophelia, it is Webster’s use of space that is most disconcerting. This is most apparent in Backgrounds Backdrop which on cursory glance
looks like a winter landscape. A harshly lit group of bare silvery tree trunks cast bent shadows onto a semi-transparent curved plane that appears to partially
obscure the view behind. There are more shadows but it is unclear where they are coming from and in places it is difficult to tell what is in front of or behind the
plane. The more you look, the more it troubles the eye and mind to resolve what’s ‘real’.
Much of this play with reality and space results from the source material used for the paintings. Rather than using real or imagined landscapes, Webster works with
dioramas that she makes in her studio using clay figurines, cut-out or plastic trees and backdrops often collaged from canonical landscape paintings, such as those
of Bierstadt or Claude Lorrain. Harsh makeshift lighting comes from unnatural angles and casts unexpected shadows. Reminiscent of school craft projects, the use of
diorama’s invite a sense of play into the creative process as well as allowing the artist to immerse herself in proxy worlds.
Despite commonly held beliefs, landscape painting has never been about documenting the world as it is, even when we simply look at land we are already shaping
and interpreting based on our own perceptual and cultural influences. This idea of landscape as construct is something that Webster highlights within her work
through the use of dioramic source material, and also through her play with space and light. In Dove Hollow this constructed quality of the scene is revealed by
shadows of tree branches falling on clear blue sky in which box-like edges can also be observed and the coppice of trees in the mid ground show their cut-out
margins. Dove Hollow, like all Webster’s paintings, challenges the viewer to question what’s artificial and what’s real, and ultimately recognises that all is construct.

Dove Hollow, 2020, Oil on linen, 199.39h x 250.82w x 4.45d cm
A recent development in Webster’s work has been to utilise 3D computer modelling and virtual reality to build her ‘worlds’. This brings another dimension and quality
to her work, as well as moving her artistic practice into the contemporary digital realm. There are contextual as well as material reasons for this. Webster herself
talks about generational parallels between the developments in computer modelling and environmental science, particularly in respect to climate modelling and
understanding climate change. She also speaks about google maps and the computer screen being the 21st century equivalent of the 16th century Weltlandschaft,
or ‘God’s eye view’ of the world: something that man has dominion over.

Natural History, 2020, Oil on linen, 170.18h × 280.67w × 4.45d cm
The use of the digital is evident in Seed (a plant portrait) and in some of the trees in Natural History. They have an artificial quality, perhaps to do with lighting, that
does not seem to follow conventional laws of physics. Along with Webster’s obvious skills with the paintbrush, the digital source material gives them a life of their
own as if they could animate themselves at any moment. Current research into plant, fungal matter and trees shows that they have more intelligence than we give
them credit for and that animate versus inanimate is largely a question of over what timescales you are judging movement by. If this is the case, then maybe plant life
should be given more agency than it currently has? The animation of trees and plants within Webster’s paintings speak to this, as well as to the enmeshment of all
life, and the increasing interrelationship of the digital and the natural worlds.

Seed (detail), 2020, Oil on linen
Despite her foray into the digital, it is important to Webster that everything is brought back to painting. Her fresh and fluent mark making combined with generous
paint application shows a love of paint and a joy in painting that is palpable when viewing the works. This sensuous experience of paint as material adds another
dimension to the work, and parallels the sensuous experience of being ‘in nature’, in which touch and physical materiality play a vital part.
W. J. T. Mitchell says in his book Landscape and Power (1994) “landscape is a medium of exchange between the human and the natural, the self and the other”.
Webster wishes to go one step further and foster a symbiotic relationship with the landscape through painting, thus repudiating the idea that man is separate from
nature. As successive generations of painters prove
that painting is not dead, Webster proves that landscape painting can not only be sexy and interesting, but that it is a vital genre within the art of today.
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